
The Electronic Dance Music have a latin-
queen: Andrea Hoyos

The EMD latin queen

"I live in the world, but i'm not from here."

Currently  in US, she has reached an all-

time popularity, despite the  competition 

MIAMI, FLORIDA, ESTADOS UNIDOS,

April 27, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Andrea Hoyos was born in Venezuela

on March 29, 1994. The renowned

artist has been internationally

recognized as the most influential

female DJ, more specifically throughout

South and North America. She has

been nominated and awarded with the

most prestigious award in Venezuela,

the “Tacarigua de Oro Awards”.

The DJ is currently located in the

United States, where the career as a DJ

has reached an all-time popularity.

Despite the vast competition in the

field, she has been able to achieve

recognition as one of the best DJ’s in

North America, and the best

throughout South America.

Andrea’s latest work was released on

April 5th, 2022 in collaboration with

Alicia Banquez, the most famous singer

in Venezuela. The artists released a

remix of the song “Viva”, which is

expected to achieve peak-high

numbers due to the explosive

combination of the best Venezuelan DJ

and the best Venezuelan singer.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.djandreahoyos.com


Andrea has been clearly escalating and has established herself at the top of the best 100 female

Djs in the United States. Being in this top is the best achievement a Dj can get. There is around

1,000 Djs in the United States and more than 3,000 in North America, which means that being in

the top 100 is definitely a major success at the Djs carrier. Djanetop.com awards only the best of

the best female Djs in the world, and Andrea has clearly caught their attention. 

The DJ continues to surpass all expectations set by her fans and her audience, demonstrating

that she continues to be the best at what she does.
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